NASA Presentation Monday night

"Picking" visit Riddle

World trick shot champ

NOTICES

Flight Team to Sponsor Organization Day
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear Keith,

Last Friday's ACSR meeting proved to be exceptionally interesting. For the benefit of those not familiar with the ACSR, allow me to explain. The Activities Committee Board (ACB) met to discuss the diverse strategies of the various Student Activity Groups (SAGs), such as the Aston, Phoenix, Radio Station (WERU), and social functions are all members of the ACB. After a few hours of discussion (which is not unusual), it was obvious that some of us were going to leave the meeting with somewhat less than what was anticipated.

The Radio Station was the major casualty. They requested $3,823.10 and escaped with approximately $1,500. This is a sad situation, for the SGA Senate has the final veto on all budgets. It will be up to WERU to determine just how to spend their money. Last Fall, the station operated on a budget of $1,172.41. This year should be a little better with $1,500.00. However, that is only a wish anyway. The ACB recommended a budget of $1,840.00. We support the ACB, but we do not have enough money to support $1,840.00. It would suggest that if WERU is interested in moving forward, they should begin by getting some of the support that they possibly can.

Keith Kielbasa

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Don't ever notice how, toward the end of school year, presidents and the life staff send off letters and articles with "Well, it's almost over", or something similar? Even though it is only January, I'd like to remind any aspiring office workers that the current SGA administration will be sending office in March. Elections will be held on or about the 1st week of March. So, if you're not a senior, don't put it off until then. The budget will be set and the candidates will be chosen.

By Michael Lewicke

Presidents Corner

Did you ever notice how, toward the end of school year, presidents and the life staff send off letters and articles with "Well, it's almost over", or something similar? Even though it is only January, I'd like to remind any aspiring office workers that the current SGA administration will be sending office in March. Elections will be held on or about the 1st week of March. So, if you're not a senior, don't put it off until then. The budget will be set and the candidates will be chosen.

By Michael Lewicke

Greetings from the Bottom

By Joe Ausman

Artistic Director

In the room where the machines and the workers are, it is a very bright room. The nearest light reflects off the smooth machines, making it seem as if there is no light at all. The workers are silent and look sad, for they are very tired today. This room is too quiet... too quiet for their own good.

The workers are silent and look sad, for they are very tired today. This room is too quiet... too quiet for their own good.

Klyde Morris

WHATS HAPPENING

The academy event winning group "HULL" will be shown in the University Center on Saturday, January 27, show time 8:00 p.m.

OFF CAMPUS

The Charlie Daniels Band will appear at Pebble Beach Auditorium on Monday, January 29, at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are available at the box office in the E-Mall, at $6.50. It is an all ages general admission.

The Eater Seal Dietion "Swimming with the Eater Seal" is scheduled to begin at 7:00 p.m. on Friday, January 15. The Eater Seal will be in the E-Mall until 7:00 p.m. on Saturday. For further information, contact Stacy Eppler at 203-4588.

The Avion Staff
THE NAUTILUS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN. IT'S NOT A SPA OR HEALTH RETREAT BUT A SURE-FIRE WAY TO TOP PHYSICAL CONDITIONING.

**Nautilus Fitness Center**

of Daytona Beach, Inc.

541 Beville Road • Daytona Beach

**761-6873**

**FREE TRIAL OFFER!**

Come in and let us demonstrate how Nautilus can work for you! Your first visit is free...trained technicians will demonstrate equipment and explain the medically proven theory that has made Nautilus the last word in Physical Fitness.

---

**WANTED: PILOTS IN TOP PHYSICAL CONDITION BY AIRLINES AND CORPORATIONS**

**ON SALE NOW!**

In the Avion Phoenix office...

\[**The Book!**\]

**BEN HUR**

**SEA WINTER SERIES PRESENTS:**

BEN HUR (1899)


The movie will be presented in the University Center on Saturday, January 27 at 7:00 p.m. This exciting and tautly exciting film spectacle is produced by an American company.

- Film Quarterly: "A remarkable, intelligent and engaging human drama, easily the most gripping and respectable of all Biblical-Epic pictures ever made...The profoundness of the story is admirably stepped...truly an unforgettable experience."

- New York Times: "A whole new aspect of the story...the cast is well chosen and the acting is first class."

- Chicago Sun-Times: "The story is well told and the acting is superb."

- The Morning Journal: "The film is a masterpiece of performance and direction."

- The New York Times: "The running time for this movie is 212 minutes."

---

**ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING!**

**HOLDING UP YOUR END OF A CONVERSATION:**

MAKING AND MAINTAINING REQUIRMENTS EXPRESSING YOURSELF EVERYTHING POINT ACROSS THE ROOM!

**HOW TO SAY IT!**

THURSDAYS AT 7:30!! 1:00 P.M.

BEGINNING JANUARY 25TH,
COMMUNITY CENTER

SUPPORTED BY THE COUNSELING CENTER
Civil Air Patrol Concludes Banner Year

MAXWELL AFB - Nineteen-hundred and seventy-eight proved to be a banner year for Civil Air Patrol (CAP) as the organization set new records in its service to the nation. The year 1978 was one of growth and achievement for CAP, with a number of significant milestones and accomplishments.

For the third straight year, Colorado led the nationwide organization in lives saved and services performed. Twenty-two of the 50 CAP squadrons in Colorado conducted more than 20 mission hours each, setting a new record for the organization. The Colorado squadrons accounted for 60% of the total mission hours performed by CAP nationwide.

In a notable achievement, a CAP team from the Los Angeles, California, area searched for a missing aircraft in the Baja California, Mexico, region. The team located the missing aircraft and rescued the two crew members safely.

CAP also played a role in a number of other significant events. During the July 4th weekend, a CAP team from the Milwaukee, Wisconsin, area assisted in the search for a missing aircraft in the Lake Michigan area. The team located the aircraft and rescued the pilot safely.

In the Midwest, a CAP team from the Chicago, Illinois, area assisted in a search for a missing aircraft in the Lake Michigan area. The team located the aircraft and rescued the pilot safely.

CAP also assisted in a number of other significant events, including the search for a missing aircraft in the Baja California, Mexico, region. The team located the missing aircraft and rescued the two crew members safely.

Other significant accomplishments included the search for a missing aircraft in the Gulf of Mexico, the search for a missing aircraft in the Bahamas, and the search for a missing aircraft in the Caribbean. In all, CAP volunteers contributed over 1,500 hours of work in support of disaster relief efforts throughout the United States.

CAP maintains a fleet of aircraft and ground support equipment, including rescue and recovery equipment, to respond to emergencies and support disaster relief efforts. The organization is committed to providing the highest level of service to the nation during times of crisis.

The Civil Air Patrol (CAP) is a volunteer organization that provides a wide range of services to the nation, including search and rescue, disaster relief, and emergency management. The organization is open to anyone over the age of 13 who is interested in serving their community.

The Civil Air Patrol is a nonprofit organization that relies on donations and grants to provide its services. The organization is headquartered in Washington, D.C.

For more information about the Civil Air Patrol, visit their website at cap.org.

Featureing the Pitts S-2A, THE FINEST TRAINER IN THE WORLD.

NEW!! BASIC PRECISION FLIGHT COURSE FOR PRIVATE AND COMMERCIAL PILOTS!!

$250.00 COMPLETE

THE COURSE IS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO IMPROVE PILOTING TECHNIQUE AND ENHANCE INDIVIDUAL SKILLS.

COMPLETE WITH 4 FLIGHT AND 3 ORAL HOURS, YOU WILL ENJOY NEW LEARNING EXPERIENCES IN AN EXCITING, PLEASURABLE AIRCRAFT. YOU WILL RECEIVE COMPETENT, PROFESSIONAL DUAL INSTRUCTION ON A LEVEL BEST SUITED FOR YOUR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY FLIGHTS FOR THIS PROGRAM WILL BE GIVEN ON SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, JAN. 27 & 28, 1979 ONLY BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 9 a.m. AND 3 P.M.

AT A COST OF $35.00.

Specializing in FEDERALLY APPROVED AEROBATIC FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR COURSE

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
MARK R. RODERICK, SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS, DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114

DAYTONA REGULATORY AIRPORT 252-2500
Every Sunday
Commencement Room
University Center

Protestant Services
11:15am
Dr. John Wheeler
Catholic Mass
10:30am
Fr. Marty Keller, O.S.A.

Food?

FOODS IN THE CAFETERIA
FOR JAN. 28-29

Tuesday:
Lunch
1. Hot Turkey Salad
2. Franks and Buns
3. Pasta Sauce
1. Chuck Wagon Steak w/ fried potatoes
2. Ham and Pineapple Aspic

Sunday:
1. Turkey Noodle Casserole
2. Grouper Pepper Steak
3. Baked Vegetable Spaghetti Sauce

Turkey Noodle Casserole
1. Turkey Casserole
2. Stir-Fry Turkey
3. Turkey Stew

Thursday:
1. Turkey Noodle Casserole
2. Turkey Casserole
3. Turkey Stew

Saturday:
1. Turkey Noodle Casserole
2. Turkey Casserole
3. Turkey Stew

Friday:
1. Turkey Noodle Casserole
2. Turkey Casserole
3. Turkey Stew

Keep on Rolling

Just because there is no snow or sledding does not mean there is no winter sports in Florida. In the summer, when the beaches are busy, most of the winter months, it all happens at the resorts, and it seems to be fun for all, even the beginners.

It's good exercise, a good place to socialize, and most people are as regular as in the months of starting. But the bus will return at 10:15.

If you get a good package, there's bound to be a bunch of non-foreigners, so be sure to sign up in the Student Activities office if you need transportation, or just meet us there.

(P.S. There's great cherry beef on top.)
There is only one Original Peanut and only one Granny. So if you'd like to be original too, head on down to Granny's for the most Original Hair Style for you. After all Originality is our business.

Granny's 106 Seabreeze Blvd. Diplomatic Center North 258-1677

AFROTCH

The Air Force ROTC welcomes everybody back to school this spring. The corps has made some new ideas and outlooks on the corps' completely new lookbook. The whole concept of the whole group commander, Dave Pearl, whose slogan is "Let's stick together and get things going the way they should." His two top aides, Frelinguer and Redd are already geared into the system and the coordination is almost perfect.

On Friday, the 12th June, most cadets beyond the cold and rain with the truck held for a social welcome by the corps and settled down to hours of eating and drinking.

Last week on Tuesday, the week following the scrap week and the POGs were trying to get a few things sorted out in preparation for some upcoming events. With much cadets joining the corps both as MGs and POGs, the bulk of work was handed over. One of the problems that cropped up was an unusual number of cadets showing up for the meeting. In two cases several cadets were thrown out to the event of the University of Central (former FTU) coming up shortly. With the new day of either we do it or we do it with it, we hope to carry the day. Also coming up shortly is the physical. Those days - the senior men, when all cadets must lose through 10 lines in 3 minutes to qualify while the non-males must do it in 14 minutes. 24 seconds to qualify.

The entire detachment is excited about their future. The things to be the events of the time and the date. All cadets are grateful to welcome the change. It is exciting to be able to talk and walk with a meaningful task.

By Pat Haasett

FLIGHT TEAM

By Ron Miller

There is no Popcorn and there is no Salami. But, there is a large menu of foods that can be found at the flight team's Munchie Party. It is a large menu of foods that can be found at the flight team's Munchie Party. It is a large menu of foods that can be found at the flight team's Munchie Party. It is a large menu of foods that can be found at the flight team's Munchie Party.

Dave's Meats

Displaying with Pride and Fair Pricing

WIDE ASSORTMENT OF

SANDWICH MEATS

&

CHEESES

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

MILK, BREAD, EGGS

AND HAM SUBS

Be a wise shopper and get what you pay for! Come in and see our display of quality fresh meats at prices that can't be beat! Thank you for your past patronage and hope that we may continue to be of service to you.

U.S.A. CHOICE WESTERN BEEF

563 BEVILE RD., S. DAYTONA

Golfview Plaza (1 block west of Ridgewood)

761-8260

OPEN MON. - SAT. 9 to 6
**FRATERNITY CORNER**

**EX**

**Tom More**

This was an excellent week for Sigma Chi and those who came to our 110 party. On Friday the brothers went in full force at the pub for happy hour which later carried over to the Fraternity House for more beer and fun. I hope that Scott Reiter had an enjoyable, ride home after the party! During the week we had the chance to see Scott Eley sneak out through the back yard just as we can’t forget Glenn White. What’s it like at 11 o’clock in the morning, in the parking lot, after a good party? Thanks to the chapter for helping out with this week and good luck to Don Miller with the prospective little sisters. Once again girls waiting to be little sisters call 352-2271 or stop at 100 S. State and see for Don Miller, little sisters chairman, anytime.

Last Friday was another good day for Sigma Chi when social events were on an exorbitant level, party; thanks to the chapter. What have we been, housemates, dogs and cats, with a little help from you all of a good time watching the game. That one last week-end Don’t.

This weekend is the better Sigma Chi event, the Kappa Chi Ball which we are giving 100% participation with Tom More and Todd Fisher dance for 24 line dances on the 112 for $1.00. We are trying to sell as much as possible to keep the chapter strong. We are located at 300 E. Ridgewood Ave. (112) and our phone number is 352-0287. Please feel free to come by and pick up some raffle tickets for a 10% discount on all Bikes and accessories with current student, faculty, or staff ID.

**Alpha Eta Rho**

**C.P.F.**

The Rush party of the Spring semester, let Saturday, turned out to be very successful! Some 60 people were at the River Run clubhouse enacting Cheryl’s secret recipe punch. (Cheryl was very efficient!) And the rain outside did nothing to dampen the spirits of us ladies! This weekend there will be a camera down to LakeTahoe to see the Experimental Aircraft Association’s Fly-in. That should be both interesting and fun.

**Siga Phi Delta**

**By F.P.**

The Sigma Phi Delta Open House this past Saturday has trounced many of your ladies. There were so many girls that the outside was almost a party all by itself. Douglas Columns, Pat Fairberry, George Gamble, William Haddad, Roy Hoge, John Hogg, Peter Laflin, David Lipworthy, Bob McRae, Jr., Tom Moore, Bill Reilly, Charlie Sciambi, Bob Smith, Ken Smith, Mike Stell, Gary Strickland, Annette Timmer, Steve Westphall, Jerry Walker with Lisa Strickland and Mecha Lusa.

As far as Monday’s meeting is concerned, ideas were discussed and some tentative plans were made for next semester. We are interested in your future at Beta Beta and hope you will consider Delta Chi as a dynamic fraternities for you to live on during your time at the University. Delta Chi! You can’t put it to the table tonight, but you must feel free to lift at 302-2289. We really are interested in your future at Beta Beta and hope you will consider Delta Chi as a dynamic fraternities for you to live on during your time at the University. SIGMA PHI DELTA

**Jack & Jean’s Unisex Salons**

**Precision hair cutting done daily at Jack & Jean’s**

**Let us be your “Hairport”**

2421 N. Ridgewood Ave., Daytona Beach

**Appt. Not Required**

**HART’S IS HEADQUARTERS FOR THE FINEST STEREO EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE**

**E. RAU SPECIAL**

**SONY C-60 LOW NOISE CASSETTE**

**COUPON**

**COLOR TV**

**SPEAKERS**

**PROJECTION TV**

**31-26**

**MPC.**